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TAYLOR LOGISTICS INC.
FOOD, BEVERAGE, INGREDIENT AND SUPPLEMENT LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS



Beverage
Need a place to store your seltzer, beer, wine, sports drink? No problem. Taylor’s 
advanced packaging capabilities, such as beverage variety packs, allow you to 
postpone final product configuration until just before shipping

Food Packaging 
Food packaging manufacturers use Taylor to store and distribute their products 
for just-in-time delivery to the processor. Then, when the processors are ready to 
run the next batch, we understand that Taylor must be there on time with 
the packaging

Lot Control 
Our WMS Synapse can track lot numbers from the time the product arrives at 
our fulfillment center docks through the warehouse to the delivery destination. 
As a result, we can quickly isolate products for QC or recalls within minutes of 
notification

A smooth supply chain should nacho be your problem. Focus on 

your core business and leave the logistics to our team. 

Thyme is Money

eCommerce Food Fulfillment
Food and beverage eCommerce comes with an added 
layer of complexity. That’s why so many food and 
beverage companies turn to tech-enabled solutions 
partner like Taylor to help with eCommerce fulfillment 
and logistics.

Location, Location, Location! 
Taylor has an established distribution network; access 
to our conveniently located fulfillment center allows 
you to move your products closer to end customers to 
save time and money.

Scalable Resources
Taylor can accommodate fluctuating order volumes 
without a permanent overhead investment with 
flexible staffing and food-grade warehouse space.

Customized Solutions. 
Time Sensitive Scalability.
Technology Driven.

Flavoring & Ingredients 
Taylor stores and ships ingredients in bulk and individual units, whether in totes, 
bags, barrels, or cartons. Common ingredients in our warehouse are used to 
produce pet foods, vitamins, foods, and supplements

Certifications 
Annual audits and inspections by Safe Quality Foods Insitute ensure our 
customers that Taylor is 100% compliant with our facility and food
safety documentation.

Cut Costs 
Taylor offers more food and beverage supply chain 
solutions than just fulfillment. Utilizing our multiple 
service offerings can help increase efficiency and 
streamline your processes.

Advanced Technology
Taylor’s warehouse management system and fulfillment 
automation provide real-time visibility, efficient order 
routing, and better accuracy. Our WMS also integrates 
with several eCommerce platforms like Shopify and 
WooCommerce.

Packaging | Demand Forecasting | Demand Planning/Replenishment | Kitting
Pick, Pack, Ship | Relabeling | Transportation | Intermodal & Drayage Support
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